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Creative Director – BAFTA and EMMY winning Executive Producer Colin Barr

Founder – BAFTA winning Director Morgan Matthews

We originate and produce documentary, drama and feature films

A multi award-winning independent film and television production company

WHO WE ARE
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Colin is a BAFTA and Emmy-winning Executive Producer/Director who works across Documentary and Drama. His reputation
has been built on merging journalism with innovative forms of film-making to create work that is challenging, intelligent and
popular. Colin is responsible for some of the BBC's highest profile documentaries, such as "Our War", “Life and Death Row” and
one of the biggest adventure stories of modern times "Space Dive", as well as successful factual dramas such as "My Murder"
and “Our World War”.

BAFTA award-winner Morgan Matthews is renowned for directing and executive producing highly acclaimed documentaries
and features, including double BAFTA winning film “The Fallen” and the multi-award winning “7/7: One Day in London”. His
recent feature film “X+Y” was released to critical acclaim, and received numerous awards and nominations.

Headed up by Morgan Matthews and Colin Barr Minnow Films is committed to making nuanced, thought provoking films of
the highest quality.

Minnow Films is a multi award-winning independent production company, renowned for the quality, character and flair of
our programmes. Our work focuses on producing bold and groundbreaking films that consistently raise the bar at the very
cutting-edge of film making.

ABOUT MINNOW

•

Minnow attracts some of the most established and highly-talented filmmakers in the industry, and has received both critical
acclaim and award recognition, with films such such as the BAFTA nominated “The Detectives” and “Scenes from a Teenage
Killing”, the high-profile Channel 4 series “Fighting on the Frontline” and the BAFTA, RTS and Broadcast Award winning
documentary about the London bombings “7/7: One Day in London”.
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Double BAFTA winning film,
described by The BBC as “The
most ambitious single
documentary ever on the BBC”.

The Fallen

BAFTA and Broadcastnominated series. Described as
“essential viewing” by The
Guardian and “documentary
elevated to art” by The
Independent.

The Detectives

BAFTA, RTS, Broadcast, Grierson
winning feature-length film.
Described as “a masterpiece of
overwhelming power” by The Times.

7/7: One Day in London

A SELECTION OF OUR WORK
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How To Die: Simon’s Choice

The Last Chance School

Abused: The Untold Story

Prison Dads

Landmark documentary telling the
story of those who stood up and
broke their silence about sexual
abuse, changing Britain forever.
Awarded a 5-star review by The
Times.

Documentary following fathers at
Glen Parva, Britain’s biggest
Young Offenders Institution.

BAFTA award winning observational
documentary following three boys at
Muntham House School: a specialist
boarding school for boys with emotional
and behavioural difficulties.

A major primetime BBC documentary
following one man’s decision whether or
not to end his life at a Swiss suicide clinic.
Described by The Telegraph as “a
landmark documentary that navigated
a moral, emotional and legal quagmire
with distinction”.
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WHO WE WORK WITH
We have relationships with the world’s
best broadcasters and distributors
including:
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